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Assessment of reservoir contents by well logging techniques is universally applied in the oil patch. However, these 
tests are not always definitive, for example, in the presence of oil-based muds and low resistivity sands. In addition 
these tests can be very expensive. Reservoir continuity assessments require pressure tests and production allocation 
tests require spinner surveys, both of which can be very expensive. Alternatively, using techniques of organic 
geochemistry, assessment of reservoir fluids can be achieved by analyzing well cuttings or sidewall core (SWC) 
samples. Technology extensions include quantification of respective end-member signals and predicting crude oil 
quality. The workflow design includes: planning and preparation, analysis, and interpretation. Specific elements 
include: 1) examination of mud logs, well logs, drilling reports, and physical samples; 2) development of systematic 
analytical modules for rock cuttings, core material, pristine drilling fluid components and resultant mixtures, and 
associated fluids (e.g., flow tests if available); 3) integration of results and defining best practices; and 4) maintaining 
critical elements of the successful protocol for future operations.  

While well logging relies on inference of oil properties, geochemistry directly evaluates the fluid contained in 
reservoir rock samples. In the Gulf of Mexico, offshore Nigeria, or offshore China stacked sand pay zones are 
too expensive to test. Using geochemical techniques on frozen SWC samples, with or without oil-based mud 
(OBM) present, the type and quality of potential production can be predicted directly from rock samples, e.g., 
condensate, light, black, or biodegraded oil. In wells drilled without OBM API gravity, viscosity (Jarvie et al., 
2001), cloud points, and even apparent water saturation (Jones, 2000) can be predicted. Examples of all these 
predictive tools are provided.  

Reservoir continuity and the extent of commingling of production can also be accomplished from cuttings or 
SWC samples. Using thermal extraction gas chromatographic (TEGC) fingerprinting of reservoir rock samples 
can be compared in a similar fashion as dead or live oil samples. This can be used to assess vertical 
compartmentalization in a single well and the extent of commingling of production. Using GC detectors that can 
“see through” OBM allows continuity assessments to be completed on wells contaminated with organic 
additives.  

Thus, utilizing organic geochemistry, while not a well-known engineering tool, provides a fast, very economical 
means to evaluate pay zones, pay quality, reservoir compartmentalization, and production allocation without 
well shut-in.  

Specific analytical tools and/or modifications to existing procedures will be outlined for POPI-SR Analyzer total 
petroleum hydrocarbon yields (similar to Rock-Eval S1 and S2 yields), quantitative TE fast GC fingerprinting 
directly on rock samples, quantitative extract fast GC fingerprinting, and quantitative, fast GC/MS analysis. 
Interpretive techniques of chemometric data processing and improved visualization tools aid in the workflow 
design. The methodologies and technologies are rapid and low-cost, but is highly sensitive and capable of 
quantifying oil properties to impact well-site operation decisions in near real-time. 

 


